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ABSTRACT 

This paper introduces a spatial thermal data mapping 

application developed in a building performance 

simulation (BPS) integrated design teaching context. 

Derived from design activity research and a novel 

process model, the tool, a plugin for the parametric 

modeler Grasshopper3d, allows the spatial display 

and analysis of temporally dynamic, multizone 

thermal simulation results in Rhinoceros3d models. 

A tool use case study that reduces an already efficient 

design’s heating/cooling/lighting energy use by 19% 

from 84 to 68 kWh/m
2
  serves to analyze core 

features, how they relate to interdisciplinary design 

and principles of information visualization. The 

peculiar demands of building science data display in 

architectural design are further discussed alongside 

the evaluation of the tool's cognition benefits through 

the case study analysis and a user survey.  

INTRODUCTION 

According to the United Nations Environment 

Programme, the global building sector "[...] 

contributes up to 30% of global annual greenhouse 

gas emissions and consumes up to 40% of all energy" 

(UNEP, 2009 p. 3). Throughout the world 

technological, educational and policy measures are 

therefore developed and implemented to 

fundamentally limit its environmental impact. This is 

a complex problem involving many actors; especially 

in the architecture, engineering and construction 

industry, the smart interplay of design and 

engineering already does and will increasingly play a 

pivotal role in solving the energy problem (Tsigkari 

et al., 2013). Traditional professional divisions still 

persist, but are currently made more permeable at 

their boundaries through building information flow 

digitization and interdisciplinary knowledge 

acquisition, provided by universities, integrated 

practice or continued professional education.  

The implicit carrier of novel integration knowledge is 

often software that improves analysis, 

communication and workflow. The data mapping 

tool presented here is through a user survey and case 

study evaluated in its contribution towards these 

ends, drawing from available precedents and theories 

within the still nascent field of simulation-aided, 

freely structured architectural performance design.  

TOOL DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT 

The initiative to develop the spatial thermal data 

mapping plugin was formed during six semesters of 

teaching design-integrated thermal and daylight 

simulation to MArch students at the TU Berlin, 

Germany, with the goal to empirically develop a 

process model that captures how combined 

design/performance decisions to reduce building 

energy demand are made by designers. 

Pedagogy & integrated process model discovery 

In classes, design activities were not forced to follow  

rigidly predefined steps. Instead, building 

performance principles were outlined and their 

degree of encapsulation by simulation tools exposed 

through their guided use, underpinned by the 

introduction of parametric building geometry 

variations as a sensitivity testing strategy (Doelling 

and Nasrollahi, 2013). Only simulation tools with 

validated engines were used: EnergyPlus through 

DesignBuilder and Daysim/Radiance through 

DIVA4Rhino (Jakubiec and Reinhart, 2011), of 

which only DIVA features spatial data visualization.  

The subsequent empirical workflow analysis showed 

recurring behavioural patterns and representation 

methods then synthesized by the author into a 

process model that perceives interdisciplinary design 

as a field of overlapping, mutually influential 

knowledge states (Doelling and Nasrollahi, 2013), 

echoed by related research (Fioravanti et al., 2011). 

Representations as knowledge constructors 

The repository of multi-domain form/performance 

knowledge intersections was often found to be 

representations that explicitly collapse information 

from individual domains into one semantic unit 

(Doelling and Nasrollahi, 2012), e.g. axonometric 

drawings with included daylight maps. As designers 

commonly use visual, spatial perception as their 

prime mode of reasoning (Agostinho, 2005), this is 

no surprise. In the experimental classes, daylight 

analysis always included both space-mapped and 

numeric display; students were generally found to be 

able to more quickly and accurately understand its 

output, as opposed to thermal simulation graphs. 

Consequentially, there are interpretation implications 

for thermal data if such simulations were to be more 

broadly adopted in design, since its results, 



notwithstanding notable exceptions discussed below, 

are commonly not represented spatially. In light of 

this and process model insights that integrated design 

thinking would potentially favour synthetic, multi-

domain representations, the tool discussed herein was 

developed; its main goal is to make thermal 

simulation data easier to visually interpret, while to a 

degree retaining useful aspects of non-spatial 

graphing, e.g. the exposure of short-timestep 

temporal variability. 

PERFORMANCE REPRESENTATIONS 

Building performance visualization is a subset of 

information visualization, which Ware describes as 

"the use of interactive visual representations of 

abstract data to amplify cognition" (Ware, 2004 p. 

xvii). He continues: "[...] one's ability to think is 

extremely limited without external props and tools" 

(Ware, 2004 p. xix), a sentiment shared by other 

researchers in the field (Card et al., 1999).  

Contextual data interpretation 

In numeric form, BPS data can certainly be regarded 

as "abstract", but is usually directly tied to a specific 

location in a model; it is spatio-temporal. Yet to state 

that it should therefore by default be displayed in a 

spatial format would be problematic, since different 

contexts require different ways of visualization, 

interaction and information dissemination.  

Marsh (2004) states that in design, visual data display 

embedded in 3d models is helpful. Hamza & 

DeWilde (2013) explore the importance of BPS 

visualizations to enhance client communications. In 

both instances actors, due to their respective 

backgrounds and goals, expect holistic, spatial data 

display. While engineers learn from similar 

strategies, they also use specialized graphs, plots and 

statistical techniques for pattern discovery (Raftery 

and Keane, 2011); these are usually shown alongside 

but not directly within a model. To name but a few, 

line, bar, pie charts and flood plots, with more 

reviewed in Prazares and Clarke (2003), are widely 

used. Generally showing variable values over time, 

with different levels of detail, by e.g. focusing on a 

subset of spaces, and temporal resolution levels by 

selecting specific frequencies, they enable 

performance appraisal by simulation specialists.  

Visual information-seeking requirements 

If interactive, dedicated engineering representations 

can at least partially satisfy Shneiderman's (1996) 

"Visual Information-Seeking Mantra" of "Overview 

first, zoom and filter, then details on demand"; the 

techniques used per visualization type to achieve this 

vary, as does the degree of their success in fulfilling 

cognition criteria pertinent to a given analysis task 

(Glaser and Ubbelohde, 2001).  

Hence, a tool that spatially maps simulation results to 

enhance early-stage design decisions should attempt 

to paradigmatically retain aspects of said 

representations' ability to meaningfully expose data 

patterns. Only then will it provide truly cross-domain 

representations that enhance both engineering and 

design cognition, and thus their interplay.  

Simulation/visualization software precedents 

Despite the experience that designers prefer to see 

data within 3d geometries (Marsh, 2004; Bleil de 

Souza and Tucker, 2013), a non-exhaustive review 

indicates that few thermal simulation tools freely 

available at the time of writing natively offer this 

possibility. OpenStudio (Guglielmetti et al., 2011) 

can colourize zone boundaries based on simulation 

results, which makes viewing difficult in deep 

buildings, and does not offer temporal results 

filtering or variable co-display. Webb (2013) 

introduces an EnergyPlus-based tool to map single-

zone thermal comfort and reviews a range of other, 

often proprietary applications. In the commercial 

realm, IDA ICE (Equa AB, 2013) has similar 

features as OpenStudio; Ecotect (Roberts and Marsh, 

2001) allows spatial mean radiant temperature 

display and internally supports multi-variable surface 

colour mapping, unfortunately not exposed through 

the interface due to usability and flexibility concerns 

(A. Marsh, personal communication, 11/27/2013). In 

daylight simulation, e.g. DIVA4Rhino (Jakubiec and 

Reinhart, 2011) offers the spatial presentation of 

climate-based daylight data within Rhino3d, which is 

advantageous due its popularity in architecture.  

Simulation co-display & cognitive tool abstraction 

Since good daylight and thermal performance are 

correlated and their simultaneous observation 

improves optimization, the plugin was developed to 

display thermal simulation results alongside daylight 

data within Rhino3d, freeing them from the 

constraints imposed by simulation software’s 

eventual lack of advanced display methods.  

Design and daylight analysis models typically exhibit 

greater geometric detail than zone-based energy 

models, facilitating the contextual understanding of 

embedded data. The thermal source model must, of 

course, take into account those aspects modifying 

performance, but does not necessarily show them 

geometrically. Early design energy models merely 

represent possible abstraction variants amongst many 

(Bazjanac et al., 2011) and are often not only used to 

gain an understanding of projected absolute 

performance, but to check the relative impact of 

geometric optimization measures (Marsh, 2004); 

combined with architects' propensity to create hybrid, 

multi-domain representations to aid process and the 

discovery of a geometry’s performance sensitivity, 

the benefits of data display in design models are 

hence argued to outweigh the danger of performance 

misrepresentations, especially if care is taken to 

faithfully synchronize the individual elements 

(Doelling and Nasrollahi, 2013) that construct the 

“external cognitive tool” (Ware, 2004 p. xix).



 
 

Figure 1 Spatio-temporal map of monthly average zone air temperatures 

 

TOOL FEATURES & PROPERTIES  

Previous sections introduced the tool’s development 

rationale: it should spatially, dynamically and 

interactively represent thermal simulation results 

within the same geometrically complete environment 

as other tools - e.g. daylight simulation - ease pattern 

recognition and enhance analysis communication 

through multi-domain representations. It should aid 

the visual capture of domain knowledge intersections 

in a non-constrained design process, expose design 

behaviours to discover new performance questions 

and answer the most pertinent ones:  

“What is happening in a design, when do the 

behaviours occur, where do they occur, and how do 

they compare to simultaneous states in other parts of 

the intended building?” To answer these enables 

designers to find out why patterns exist, and through 

contextual cognition to influence them. 

Data source & model-embedded display 

The tool, named Mr.Comfy, is written in the open 

programming language Python and lives within 

Rhinoceros3d's (McNeel, 2013) parametric plugin 

Grasshopper3d. To map results, it reads zone report 

variables from whole-year, hourly frequency, 

comma-separated value (CSV) files created by 

EnergyPlus' (E+) ReadVarsESO utility. Measured 

building data in the same CSV format is also 

understood. Not to parse potentially very large E+ 

standard output files allows the easier transfer of 

customized CSV datasets, e.g. from consultants to 

designers as pre-referenced, dynamic analysis packs; 

recipients do not need an E+ installation. All 

simulation software running E+ is supported, making 

results display independent of its source interfaces. 

As established earlier, the used display model may 

also appear different from the thermal source 

geometry; the designer who provided the case study 

even laid out vertical floors horizontally to facilitate 

viewing, turning the visualization model into a 

unique analysis implement. As such custom scenarios 

are hard to predict and might be inhibited by overly 

prescriptive automation, manual selection will stay 

available even when smart referencing is added. 

Variable, zone selection & analysis modes 

After parsing, users pick zones and synchronize the 

output data stream with display surfaces referenced 

in Grasshopper and colour-coded by data values. All 

zone variables present in the CSV file can be selected 

for spatial display and mathematically combined by 

instantiating multiple tool components in 

Grasshopper3d, e.g. to yield the combined average 

heating and cooling rate. Primary tool calculations 

are averaging, summing or determining the hours 

when a variable is within custom bounds, giving a 

percentage figure. Selecting the applicable mode per 

input variable calculates key metrics, e.g. energy use 

in kWh/m
2
 from hourly Watt rates, enabled by built-

in normalisation and unit conversion.  

Percentage mapping is useful to e.g. check if comfort 

conditions are met. Overly large zone temperature 

swings over time, which might still yield acceptable 

averages, result in low percentages, alerting the 

designer that discomfort may be a danger. Switching 

between average and percentage mapping thus allows 

the observation of both low and high-frequency value 

patterns, resulting in increased analysis robustness 

through alternative data representation modes.  

Time management & variable peak discovery 

All calculations are performed for customized time 

ranges. The first control level is a daily schedule 



input, which enables users to only compute results 

for specific hours, e.g. daytime zone temperature 

averages, also useful to synchronize thermal with 

daylight data display (Fig. 2). In combination with 

custom range or point-in-time selection of months, 

days or unscheduled hour ranges, this allows fine-

grained  analysis answering specific questions, e.g. 

"how probable is summer afternoon overheating in 

the west offices?".  

To initially find potentially problematic moments, 

variable peak discovery mode searches and displays 

either the minimum or maximum zone variable 

values and their dates from the current time selection. 

The user can then adjust the temporal analysis scope 

to investigate in detail. Additionally, the colour 

display gradient bounds in peak mapping are spread 

from the minimum to the maximum value of 

whatever extreme is requested, thus display the 

spatial pattern of asynchronous zone behaviours and 

solve questions such as "Which spaces are the coldest 

in winter, and when exactly?". 

Dynamic colour bounds generation & animation  

Since interaction with the tool happens responsively 

in real time, how the displayed colour gradient adapts 

to changed frequency and variable requests is 

important. The gradient is chosen through a 

Grasshopper component; in fitted mode, its bounds 

are dynamically generated from data stream extremes 

so that no clipping occurs. Colours in this case refer 

to the temporally local state and current value spread, 

even if it is very small. Numeric values are also 

displayed by default, as colours alone are "potentially 

sensitive to interactive contextual effects" (Tufte, 

1990 p. 89) that may hamper their absolute reading. 

The purpose of the colour coding is to enhance visual 

contrast between zone states, thus easing spatial 

pattern recognition through differential perception. 

By selecting custom-ranges, colour bounds can 

instead be generated from a longer time span and its 

extremes, e.g. annually, and be applied to the 

mapping of shorter time step intervals. Figure 1 

shows monthly input animation combined with 

custom annual bounds to yield monthly zone values 

that are still displayed in their absolute difference, 

but overall colour-mapped in relationship to annual 

limits- hence e.g. "warmer in summer" is easily 

readable. This mapping mode thus shows a 

temporally selective zone state's relationship to the 

whole data range, to a limited degree allowing it to 

look back and ahead in time, which is usually a 

mainstay of traditional graphic representations. The 

semantics of data display can thus be freely changed 

from a temporally local to a global reading, with the 

desired levels of visual zone state contrast. 

Figure 2 Comparative spatial mapping of zone variables, base and adapted design states, top floor only 



 
 

Figure 3 Comparative spatial mapping of heating energy use, base and adapted design states, all floors 
 

DESIGN CASE STUDY 

Design samples resulted from a class that explored 

how spatial multi-metric visualizations improve 

building performance analysis and decision-making; 

participants were students with thermal and daylight 

simulation knowledge who had attended previous 

classes before the plugin was available.  

The discussed design originated from an award-

winning (Eternit AG, 2013), simulation-integrated 

studio; goals were to design an exhibition building on 

an east-west elongated plot in Berlin, Germany, 

while considering the energetic impact of design 

decisions. The urban site featured significant winter 

overshadowing of south facades, which combined 

with Berlin's low winter solar gains primarily made 

heating energy conservation important. 

Deemed successful and at the maximum efficiency 

students were able to achieve, the original design 

(base state, Fig. 2 & 3) came in at 84 kWh/m
2
 for 

combined heating, cooling and lighting energy use. 

Individual zone behaviours were investigated through 

bar and line charts, yet due to the building's size 

(3800m
2
), its close to 50 thermally cross-influential 

spaces and limited analysis time, whole-building 

averaged energy use was the main decision metric. 

Interestingly, design professors and students were 

dissatisfied with standard data charting from the start 



and demanded spatial views that would "at a glance" 

show fine-grained contextual behaviours. Upon tool 

availability, the case study design’s original 

performance was therefore spatially mapped and 

further optimizations made (Fig. 2 & 3), allowing to 

investigate changes in user performance cognition.  

Analysis & optimization scenario 

Typically, reactions when seeing the mapped data for 

the first time are a mix of surprise at certain zone 

behaviours and satisfaction that others perform as 

expected. Outlier results are then contextually 

interrogated in relation to similar spaces to discover 

why they deviate; reasons for this can e.g. be 

erroneous simulation settings or variations in 

environmental exposure. Both were present in the 

case study and students were satisfied to easily 

identify zone-level errors, in this case omitted zone 

conditioning in the foyer, which in large models is 

not easy to do through traditional means.  

Errors were discovered by a monthly walk-through 

and peak mapping of average temperatures, which 

also revealed that the top-floor offices suffered from 

overheating (Fig. 1). Closer inspection through 

comfort, cooling rate and daylight co-mapping for 

summer daytime hours (Fig. 2) confirmed this, 

prompting a redesign to combine the originally 

separate, east-west glazed offices into one space with 

shielded south-facing windows, improving both 

daylight and thermal performance.  

The tool here facilitated thinking in temporal 

scenarios, synchronizing daylight and thermal 

display and more easily identifying problematic 

spaces and time ranges in the first place; summer 

behaviour observations had previously been eclipsed 

by the main focus of lowering heating energy 

demand. Incidentally, the baseline design offices here 

also showed the highest total (Fig. 3), followed by 

the ground floor. 

Guided by an all-year, 24 hour mapping of heating 

energy use, a combination of the top floor changes, a 

reduction of select window areas substituted from 

double to triple glazing and equipped with Argon fill 

in the north, plus adding a foyer buffer space globally 

cut the projected heating energy demand from 62 to 

43 kWh/m
2
; total combined heating/cooling/lighting 

energy demand was reduced to 68 kWh/m
2
.  

The adaptations were performed in several semi-

compounded simulation steps and are in fig. 3 clearly 

legible in their local impact; material changes more 

linearly improve performance, while geometrically 

optimized zones exhibit greater savings. Controlling 

and representing compounded changes, which 

frequently occur in design due to time constraints, 

improves through spatial data mapping, since 

modifications’ impact on adjacent zones is locally 

apparent by default. Traditional whole-building 

representations, e.g. as shown in Fig. 4, give a good 

overview, but cannot easily replicate the high-level 

yet detailed comparison provided by spatial mapping. 

 

Figure 4 Monthly h/c/l energy use, whole building 

DISCUSSION & USER SURVEY 

As shown, designers were clearly able to further 

improve design performance by using space-based 

mapping. The earlier questions of "What is 

happening in a design?" and "When, where, and how 

in relation to other simultaneous states do events 

occur?” (p. 3) appear answerable through the 

methodology; however, the involved designers were 

previously educated in simulation, already able to 

interpret traditional outputs and at least tentatively 

capable of forming a-priori mental images of 

performance expectations. The evaluation therefore 

must also include the very first question of whether 

the methodology actually "improve(s) analysis, 

communication and workflow" (p. 1).  

Yet before considering the user survey, observations 

can be made from the case study seen in relation to 

the tool requirements. Most notably, the discovery of 

unanticipated, localized performance states and their 

filtering through custom, temporal analysis scenarios, 

all with the ability to discern spatial, contextual 

patterns, meshes with the process model-assumed 

continuous updating of cross-domain cognition states 

in freely structured design activity. 

The resultant hybrid representations are indeed used 

as knowledge repositories that capture the 

relationship of form and performance, especially 

evident through the concise encoding of compounded 

changes’ effects, which are one major feature of 

freely organized design processes. Hence, there is a 

fit between the process model the tool was derived 

from and its ability to enhance cognition as 

understood within the model itself- by easing the 

design-linked interpretation of thermal information. 

Aspects of the aforementioned visual information-

seeking mantra  (p. 2) are met; it can therefore be 

stated that the display and analysis modes do indeed 

expose performance behaviour patterns in a similarly 

useful fashion as tried-and-tested representations.  

Yet of course in the class context, many performance 

representations coexisted. One could therefore argue 

that possibly, the method only illustrates what might 

have been discovered through traditional means.  



 

Figure 5 User survey of control class participants 
 

To explore this possibility, an anonymous survey of 

all eight control class participants was held. Five had 

previously attended a dedicated simulation seminar, 

which gave them more time to acquire simulation 

output interpretation skills. As in the survey all 

students state that they gained new knowledge, and 

not just the studio participants, this fact allows to 

discount the potential that the studio group’s analysis 

abilities were now merely boosted by having had 

more experimentation time available. 

Survey results  

The quantitative results reveal (Fig. 5) that the 

majority of participants believe their understanding 

of simulation results was changed through use of the 

tool, they gained new building performance insights 

and felt confident to optimize their designs with it.  

When prompted how their understanding changed, all 

offered that space-based analysis helped them to 

identify geometric performance optimization 

potentials. Flexible view modes were also stated as 

aiding the understanding of E+ raw data. New 

performance insights were mainly identified as 

improvements in discovering zone cross influences, 

the relationship of multiple metrics, also related to 

daylight utilization, and the facilitation of localized 

sensitivity tests; these factors were described as 

helping positive optimization outcomes.  

Interestingly, all but one student declared to still also 

use other charts and daylight maps, e.g. to relate 

building performance to exterior conditions, to 

quickly compare total energy use between design 

states and to more clearly see data trends. The tool 

was described as complementary to traditional 

methods and as enabling the closely focused stepping 

through defined time ranges, while producing output 

evaluated as easy to understand due to its 

containment within the design space.  

Hence, students were very well able to discern when 

to use different representations; the speed of 

comparison that traditional charts offer and their 

sometimes greater clarity was identified as one main 

reason when to default to them. This also explains 

why despite clear benefits, half of the group still only 

saw spatial maps as “equally useful to traditional 

charts”, however none stated that they are less useful.  

Due to the conscious use of several representations 

and apparent cognition benefits, the thought that 

maps might only be used to illustrate results can thus 

be discounted.  

CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK 

Based on the survey and case study, it appears the 

availability of spatial maps indeed improves analysis, 

communication and workflow. Results in the tool-led 

control class were significantly improved compared 

to those previously achieved without it.  

Pedagogically, there are clear advantages to use 

spatial representations in design, however students’ 

ability to interpret classical charts and decide on 

when their use is beneficial should not be ignored.  

Designers engaged in free process performance 

optimization benefit from the multi-domain encoding 

of related knowledge states; experiences in class 

show that multiple representation modes unlock one 

another and spatial interpretation paves the way to 

better appreciate more “abstract” ways of seeing. If 

we perceive the future as being truly 

transdisciplinary, this raises interesting questions on 

what the limits of individual actors’ expertise could 

really be, and if they might not be further extended 

by simply finding better methods of unlocking 

individuals’ cognitive learning potentials through 

appropriate visualizations. In any case, it is clear that 

to regard representations as unresponsive to the 

processes they are contained in and to unreflectedly 

generalize actors’ assumed preferences is not helpful; 

instead, actual design and engineering process 

observations will allow the further emergence of 

beneficial visualization methods and their continued 

feedback with dynamic design environments.  

The tool’s analysis methods are in future to be 

enriched with more advanced modes to possibly 

"short-circuit" design cognition. As it was made 

freely available on http://mrcomfy.org at the time of 

writing, feature requests are anticipated; when 

queried whether they see missing capabilities, student 

designers already reinforced planned ideas and 

inspired new ones, e.g. the research of synthetic 

decision metrics to better balance energy gains and 

losses. Most of these ideas aim to solve hybrid 

questions through principally universal, yet in each 

design case custom-applied and modifiable metrics; 

the tool’s output and calculation flexibility due to its 

containment in a customizable scripting environment 

was therefore also pointed out as helping to adapt to 

specific project needs. 

Designers never create ideation states without a 

reason, and are able to take into account factors that 

no algorithm can even begin to fathom. What is 



hence needed are more advanced methods and 

metrics that support design decision-making by 

enhancing cognition- since ultimately, all external 

props just serve to form a design's mental image, 

which in its completeness and malleability has no 

representational equivalent.   
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